Nicholas & Melissa’s Wish List

Candlelight Dinner

$199.00 for couple

Enjoy a romantic dinner under the stars in some of the most breathtaking locals on the island. Your fourcourse gourmet meal is served by a private waiter with white glove service and is accompanied by your
choice of sparkling wine, long stem rose and the works.. The personalized menu caters to every kind of
dietary requirement. Romantic dinner is served in a location outside of the main restaurants. Each hotel
will have their own available locations like their gazebo, on the beach, on the pier, or wherever private.

Treetop Zip Trip

$218.00 for couple

Trained guides take you on the ride of your life. The zip line ride is a system of integrated cables and
rigging designed for maximum thrill and exposure to the best views of the rainforest. The course consists
of 12 zip lines including the island’s longest, fastest and highest, plus a net bridge. Our lines extend up to
800 feet between platforms and reach heights up to 150 feet above the forest floor. Between zips there is
plenty of time to take in the unique panoramic views and observe the magnificent flora and fauna
indigenous to the forest. After the ride, relax and enjoy complimentary local refreshments while
surrounded by the beauty and serenity of nature.

Piton Sunset Cruise

$190.00 for couple

Kick back, relax and enjoy gorgeous views of Saint Lucia as you make your way to the majestic Pitons, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. Upon arrival, jump into the magical blue waters at the base of the
volcanic peaks for an unforgettable swim and snorkel. Then, cruise back up the coast as the sun sets into
the sea and lights up the sky with hues of orange, amber and gold you may be lucky enough to see the
elusive green flash. Pass through Marigot Bay and dance to the latest local and international music while
you enjoy drinks and delicious appetizers.

Helicopter Ride from Hewanorra Airport

$470.00 for couple

Begin or end your vacation in style with a helicopter shuttle to or from Hewanorra International Airport
(UVF). Hop aboard the helicopter and be whisked above the high mountains and lush terrain of this
majestic island for a high-speed transfer between Vieux Fort and Castries.This shuttle offers a unique
bird's eye view of the island that will take your breath away

